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Executive Summary
At the end of 2012, the Madison Historic Preservation Commission is pleased to announce
a successful year of administering the following duties and responsibilities:
(1) To identify, record and maintain a system for survey and inventory of all
buildings, sites, places, improvements and structures of historical or architectural
significance based on the Secretary of the Interior's Standards and Guidelines for
Archaeology and Historic Preservation (Standards and Guidelines for Identification);
and to aid the public in understanding their worth, methods of preservation,
techniques of gathering documentation and related matters.
(2) To make recommendations to the Planning Board on the historic preservation plan
element of the Master Plan and on the implications for preservation of historic sites of
any other Master Plan elements.
(3) To advise the Planning Board on the inclusion of historic sites and landmarks in
the recommended capital improvement program.
(4) To participate in the Technical Coordinating Committee and advise the Planning
Board and Zoning Board of Adjustment pursuant to NJ.S.A. 40:55D-110.
(5) To provide written reports pursuant to N.J.S.A. 40:55D-111 on the application of
the Zoning Ordinance provisions concerning historic preservation.
(6) To carry out such other advisory, educational and informational functions as will
promote historic preservation in the borough.
The Members of the Historic Preservation Commission (for 2013) are:
Four-year term through December 31, 2017: John Forte, Regular - Class C
Carmen Toto, Regular - Class C
Janet Foster (co-Chair), Regular - Class A
Four-year term through December 31, 2015: Joseph Longo, Regular - Class B
Alberta Marcy, Regular - Class C
Two-year term through December 31, 2015:

Margaret Weisgerber, Alt #1 – Class C

Two-year term through December 31, 2015:

David Luber, Alt #2 – Class B

Four-year term through December 31, 2014: Wm. Van Ryzin, Regular - Class A
Four-year term through December 31, 2013: John Solu (co-Chair), Regular - Class C
One-year term through December 31, 2013:

Robert G. Catalanello, Council Liaison

Laurie Hagerich, Recording Secretary
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List of MHPC accomplishments in 2012

Updated Inventory Photos - Board member Ron Poeter created a digital photo archive
of all the individual properties currently listed on our inventory. With the help of
Borough engineer Bob Vogel, the photos are being loaded into the GIS Mapping
System so everyone can see them.
Digital Archive CD - Board member John Solu assembled a digital archive of all the
materials that were submitted for review and the minutes from the meetings. All of
the meeting minutes are posted on the Rosenet web site.
Preservation Seminar - In order to extend our efforts and increase our preservation
knowledge, several board members attended an informative seminar that was
presented by noted local preservationist, Janet Foster on Feb 11, 2012.
Preservation Week Celebration – Every year the M.H.P.C. looks for ways to
acknowledge the preservation efforts of Madison residents and organizations. This
year Preservation Week is April 21-27, 2013.
Madison Green Fair Participation - To publicly emphasize the important role
preservation plays in environmentally conscious building, board members John Solu
and Wm. Van Ryzin represented the M.H.P.C. at a day long street fair on May 3,
2012. At the fair they presented informative facts about how saving buildings can
help to preserve our environment. (see photo on page 5)
District Oversight - The board carefully reviewed, commented on, and approved
numerous applications in Madison’s historic districts (Attachments C & D). In 2012
the Bottle Hill District had the most activity. There has been discussion this year
suggesting that the Bottle Hill District be connected to the Downtown Historic
District by incorporating James Park. There has also been discussion about extending
the Downtown District to include the Weichert building on Lincoln Place. No
changes have been made the residential inventory and Commissioner Ron Poeter
completed his photographic study.
Budget Report – This year funds were requested for photographing the buildings that
are being demolished on Ridgedale, and for the preparation of design guidelines.
Summary of applications this year – (Attachment C)
Board member meeting attendance report - (Attachment D)
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Current M.H.P.C. administrative improvement projects

Meeting Protocol – The board meetings currently follow standard meeting protocol
but we are considering minor changes to improve our performance. The meetings
typically cover three categories which are MHPC Business or Initiatives, TCC
Application review, and Sign & Façade application review. In 2012 the S&F liaison
helped applicants prepare their applications which, in many cases, resulted in faster
approval time. Many applications where approved in one meeting.
Last year we began encouraging digital applications to speed the review process and
this year we are considering using the best applications as “sample” projects (see
Attachments A & B). We plan to use these sample projects to show applicants what
we would like them to bring to the meeting for review. We hope this will simplify
and speed up the review process.
Resource library – We currently maintain a binder that contains our by-laws,
inventory list, secretary of the interior national design standards, and other pertinent
information that we may need to refer to during a project review. In 2012 we included
sample project applications (Attachment A & B) and in 2013 we hope to have
residential design standards.
Promotional Material – We are considering ways to promote the MHPC to the
community in an effort to make people better understand our role and perhaps attract
interest or new members. This year member Wm. Van Ryzin made a three part free
standing poster frame that we can use at community events.(see photo page 5)
Legal and professional help – Our board does not have a legal representative present
at the meetings. The applicants often do have legal representation. When faced with
legal or technical questions outside our knowledge, we are often forced to delay our
action until such answers can be found. This can be frustrating for an applicant.
Annual review of by-laws and design guidelines – No changes have been made to the
MHPC By-Laws in 2012.
Coordination with and representation from related groups - Several of our members
serve on related groups which allows us to incorporate their objectives (ie – the
planning board, the zoning board, the sign and façade committee, the ddc, open space,
historical society, chamber of commerce, etc.). Kathy Solu is now serving as our sign
and façade liaison, which has made it easier to review their applications. In 2013 we
will have a new commissioner who is from the Historical Society (David Luber).
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M.H.P.C. goals for 2013
Simplify and speed up our review process – In 2012 we continued to improve our
process by appointing a sign and facade liaison and selecting “sample” projects (see
attachments A & B). In 2013 we hope to simplify the process even further by
providing MHPC residential design guidelines, a sign and façade “Sign Book”, and
more sample projects for applicants to use for guidance when applying.
Complete more of our own initiatives – The best way to improve our service to the
community is to take more initiatives to improve our process. The MHPC will be
more effective in its mission if it can collect, evaluate, and enact these initiatives
when our application load is light.

Madison H.P.C. members Wm. Van Ryzin & John Solu at the 2012 Madison Green Fair
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Corner of Cook & Ridgedale - New Apartments in the Bottle Hill District
This was an excellent application with a lot of samples and details
MHPC 2012 Annual Report
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57 Ridgedale Avenue – Restoration, additions, & alterations to an existing “Jersey Cottage”.
This historic building is being preserved by a group of residents who live in the neighborhood.
MHPC 2012 Annual Report
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MHPC 2012 Summary of Activities
MONTH
JAN

TOPIC
MHPC initiative

MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F
FEB

MHPC initiative

MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F

MAR

MHPC initiative
MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F

NAME or ADDRESS
Appointments
Weichert Building
NJT bridge
Training Session
63 Ridgedale
LED sign ordinance
6 Main Street
GIS inventory
Bottle Hill District
29 Maple
NONE
Early Trades
Main Street
7 Waverly
4 Lincoln Place
Bottle Hill District
2011 Annual Report
NONE
12‐14 Main Street
18 Main Street
7 Waverly

APR

MHPC initiative

Bottle Hill District
Coordination
Coordination

Madison Green Fair
Coordination
MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F

BOARD ACTION or COMMENTS
Longo, Foster, Marcey, Poeter appointed; Solu/Naporano
Co‐chairs; Marcy Secretary
eligible for inventory
NJT wants new lights under bridges
Foster will hold training Feb 11 at HDM
Approved
Discussed
new insurance sign discussed
Poeter said photos are 90% done
MHPC learned about new group Friends of Bottle Hill
Board reviewed proposed work on inventory item
MHPC concerned about temporary sign proposal
PC Solutions OPEN sign approved
Duffy & Cambridge Signs approved
LP home temporary sign not approved
MHPC learned about Friends of Bottle Hill plans
MHPC 2011 Annual Report Issued
Allstate signs approved
Madison Insurance and Polished Nail Lounge signs
approved with comments on M.I.
MHPC learned that the DDC funded Bridge Kitchen sign
and MHPC approved sign
MHPC learned about Friends of Bottle Hill plans
Erezuma from DDC reported that the DDC intends to work
on downtown walking tour
Erezuma from DDC presented their idea for a "sign book"
project and Kathy Solu was appointed as the liaison from
the MHPC to the S & F Committee
Van Ryzin & Solu will attend May 3 green fair
Malcom from Historical Society phoned in their intention
to place a plaque at 3 Waverly Place

NONE
NONE
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MHPC 2012 Summary of Activities
MONTH
MAY

TOPIC
MHPC initiative

MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F

JUNE
JULY

No Meeting
MHPC initiative

NAME or ADDRESS
Coordination

BOARD ACTION or COMMENTS
Kathy Solu suggested creating an information packet for
landlords. The packet could be passed to new tenants who
need signs. This might speed up S & F review time.

Bottle Hill District
2012 Goals

MHPC learned about Friends of Bottle Hill plans
Naporano discussed two goals that might need funding;
the creation of M.H.P.C. Residential Design Guidelines and
Updating the Historic Preservation Plan Element of the
Master Plan.

NONE
Waverly Alley
7 Waverly
18 Main Street
Coordination
Plan Element & Residential
Design Guidelines
District Management

MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F
AUG

MHPC initiative

NONE
2 Green Village
Walgreens
Plan Element & Residential
Design Guidelines
57 Ridgedale

Historic Fire Truck
Luke Miller Forge

MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F

Rose City Jewelers
NONE
NONE

HAIR sign approved
Bento Grill sign approved
Madison Insurance revisions reviewed
Blade signs and sandwich board signs discussed
Foster discussed possible cost for creating residential
design guidelines. Cost will need to be presented to the
Council for funding
Extending Downtown district was discussed. Possibly to
include Weichert building.
New signage at SanFransico store discussed
Some signage options discussed
Foster discussed possible cost for creating a plan element
and residential design guidelines. Cost will need to be
presented to the Council for funding
Conceptual plans presented and discussed. New plans that
incorporate MHPC comments will be presented at next
meeting
Longo explained the fundraising efforts to buy back a
Historic Fire Truck that was originally in Madison
Toto explained Historical Societies plans to restore the
forge at Luke Miller property
Toto explained repair work being done
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MHPC 2012 Summary of Activities
MONTH
SEPT

OCT

TOPIC
MHPC initiative

MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F
MHPC initiative

NAME or ADDRESS
Cook & Ridgedale

BOARD ACTION or COMMENTS
Previously approved plans were amended to include
demolition of an Historic Structure. MHPC has been given
14 days to photograph building for historical purposes. 5k
will be requested from Council for photography

Plan Element & Residential
Design Guidelines

Foster discussed possible cost of $7500 for creating
residential design guidelines. Cost will need to be
presented to the Council for funding

15 Green Village Road
57 Ridgedale

Addition approved (but approval not required)
Revised plans presented and discussed. No vote was taken
due to lack of quorum

NONE
Walgreen's
Bottle Hill District
Cook & Ridgedale

57 Ridgedale
Historic Fire Truck
MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F
Nov

MHPC initiative

Dec

MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F
MHPC initiative

NONE
Walgreen's & 2 Green Village
Road
83 Pomeroy
7 Waverly Place
57 Ridgedale
NONE
NONE
NJT Walls & Rails

MHPC review ‐ TCC
MHPC review ‐ S & F

2012 Annual Report
NONE
2 Green Village

Report from Kathy about signage
MHPC learned about Friends of Bottle Hill plans
Previously approved plans were amended to include
demolition of an Historic Structure. MHPC has been
notified that it is ready to be photographed for historical
purposes. 5k will be requested from Council for
photography
Revised plans presented and discussed. No vote was taken
due to lack of quorum
A possible Morris County Matching Grant to buy back a
Historic Fire Truck was discussed
Report from Kathy about Walgreen's and San Francisco's
signage
Proposed renovations approved with suggestions
Storm damage repairs discussed
Revised plans were approved

NJT will be repairing concrete rails. MHPC rep's will visit
site to discuss concrete color options
2012 report will follow 2011 format
New San Francisco Sign approved
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# of Meetings / # Attended
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